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Cisco Chooses Sigma Solutions’ Brad Christian
as Cisco Champion for 2015
SAN ANTONIO — Dec. 15, 2014 — Sigma Solutions is proud to announce that
Consulting Architect Brad Christian has been chosen out of hundreds of applicants to
be a Cisco Champion for 2015. The Cisco Champions Program is for technology
enthusiasts with a passion for sharing their expertise and thought leadership about
Cisco and the IT industry. It encompasses multiple areas of interest such as
Collaboration, Data Center, Enterprise Networks, Internet of Things, and Security.
“I’m proud to be chosen as a Cisco Champion and recognized as a seasoned IT
technical expert and influencer,” said Brad Christian, consulting architect, Sigma
Solutions. “As both a VMware vExpert and a Cisco Champion, I enjoy sharing my
knowledge, expertise, and thoughts across social media and with my peers.”
Sigma is driven to nurture and support its employees’ passion for knowledge. In addition
to Brad’s achievements, Sigma’s Sr. Consulting Engineer Michael Herff recently
assisted Citrix in writing their NetScaler prep guides and CTO Eli Khnaser is one of only
a handful of people in the world who have attained Citrix CTP, VMware vExpert and
Microsoft MVP status. Sigma’s professional services teams holds countless
certifications across all of our key partner brands.
About The Cisco Champions
The purpose of the Cisco Champions Program is to create and nurture a network of
people who are passionate about Cisco and enjoy sharing their knowledge, expertise,
and thoughts across the social web and with Cisco. The Cisco Champions program
encompasses different areas of interest and geographical areas within the company,
providing a variety of opportunities for Champions to participate in the program.

About Sigma Solutions
Sigma Solutions is the solutions integrator of choice for companies needing a
technology partner that easily transitions from the strategy of the executive suite to the
operations of the data center.
We offer the perfect mix of business acumen and technical expertise to help align IT
operations and management functions with organizational objectives.
Our local presence and technology skills, combined with our business savvy and
understanding of the strategic goals of companies make us the right choice to help
organizations leverage IT infrastructure to its greatest advantage.
We deliver IT transformation by designing, implementing and supporting data center
solutions for companies across all industries. Learn more at www.sigmasol.com.
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